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SOLAR RADIATION PRESSURE IN
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SATELITTES
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Abstract

In this paper we determined the variation of the Keplerian orbital
elements of a GPS satellite due to the direct and indirect action of
solar radiation pressure. For this study, we created a soft program to
determine the Keplerian elements. This soft uses the initial conditions of
position and speed of a GPS satellite and solves the Laplace integration
problem using Runge - Kutta algorithm of 4th order.

1 Introduction

The vectorial differential equation of the relative motion of a satellite around
the central body, in the absence of any disturbing influences, has the following
form [1-2]:

d2−→r
dt2

= −µ
−→r
r3

(1)

where:
µ = GM−Earth’s gravitational constant,
−→r - the vector from the center of mass of the central body to the satellite.
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On an artificial satellite of the Earth, act a significant number of
disturbing forces (accelerations). These are much smaller (as magnitude) than
the central force, but that significantly influences the dynamics, in time.

Depending on their nature, there are gravitational and
non-gravitational perturbation accelerations.

There are two methods can be used in order to calculate the orbits of
the GPS satellite.

The first one is based on the analytical solutions of the Lagrange
planetary equations, expressed in Keplerian orbital elements terms.

The second method is based on the numerical solution of the second
order differential equation of the disruptive relative movement:

d2−→r
dt2

= −µ
−→r
r3

+
∂
−→
R

∂r
.(2)

where:
∂
−→
R

∂r - represents the sum of all perturbing accelerations.

For GPS satellites, the module of the central acceleration
(
−µ
−→r
r3

)
is

104 times bigger than the sum of all these disruptive accelerations.
The numerical solution of the GPS satellites orbits is based on the

direct numerical integration of the second order differential equations of the
disrupted relative movement.

If the initial conditions are defined (mainly the position −→x0 and the

speed
−→·
x0 considered at launching time ), the equations can be numerically

integrated [3].
The Keplerian orbit will be cross-referenced as well. Thus, only the

small differences between the total acceleration and the central acceleration
will have to be integrated. As a result, the precise position will be given by
the sum of the (incremental) growth and the position vector on the referenced
ellipse.

The system of 2 first order differential equations is:

−−→·
x(t) =

−−−→·
x(t0) +

t∫
t0

[−−−−→··
dx(t0)− µ

r3(t0)

−−−→
x(t0)

]
dt.(3)

−−→
x(t) =

−−−→
x(t0) +

t∫
t0

−−−→·
x(t0)dt

The numerical integration of this system is made by applying a fourth
order Runge Kutta algorithm [4].
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The perturbing acceleration magnitude depends on the type of the
phenomenon that occurs, and on the other hand, on the values of satellite
orbital parameters.

The effects of a third-body travelling in a circular orbit around a main
body on a massless satellite that is orbiting the same main body have been
studied in several papers [5].

Of all non-gravitational perturbations, the most important is the solar
radiation pressure. Its mode of action on an artificial satellite of the Earth is
direct and indirect [6].

The soft program has determined the values of the range and velocity
vectors for each integration step, for the selected period range, which it was
written in a text file [7].

The program also solved the Laplace problem [8] and determined the
all known Keplerian elements (a, e, i, ω,Ω,M).

2 Direct solar radiation pressure effects

Considering the disturbing acceleration formula:

Fdirect = k′
A

M
qΨ
−−→rsat −−−→rSun
−−→rSun

.(4)

the variations of the Keplerian elements were determined (Fig. 1).
where:
k′ - constant of the reflectivity of the satellite.
A – the area of transverse section of the satellite, perpendicular to the

disturbing force.
M – the satellite mass.
q - the ratio of the solar constant and the speed of light.
Ψ - the shadow function which has value 1 if the satellite is fully illuminated

and 0 if it is in the Earth’s shadow.
−−→rsat - the geocentric vector of the satellite
−−→rSun - the geocentric vector of the Sun
Thus, for calculations we will consider k′ = 1 if the reflection or absorption

of sunlight by the exposed area of the satellite is total and k′ = 1.44 if the
reflection is diffuse.

The semi-major axis has a short-periodic perturbation with a period of 6
hours superimposed over a secular perturbation. For an orbital period, the
semi-major axis suffers a 4 meters variation.
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1.jpg

Figure 1: The variation of the Keplerian elements due to the direct solar
radiation action

The eccentricity has a secular perturbation superimposed on a short-
periodic perturbation with a period of 6 hours and the order of magnitude
6 · 10−8 degrees.

The inclination has the same type of perturbation as the semi-major
axis, a short-periodic perturbation superimposed on a secular perturbation.
Short-period perturbation has the period of 6 hours and the order of magnitude
3 · 10−6 degrees.

The longitude of the ascending node suffers a short periodic perturba-
tion with a period of 6 hours and amplitude of 1, 7·10−6 degrees, superimposed
over a secular perturbation.
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3 Indirect solar radiation pressure effects

3.1 Earth’s radiation model

The Earth’s atmosphere reflects some of the incoming radiation from the Sun,
and for simplicity we will consider that this radiation is reflected back into
space by a sphere covered with a Lambertian surface [9 - 11].

The incoming radiation from the Sun which intersects with the Earth can
be determined as AEESun where AE represent Earth’s disc area and ESun is
the solar constant. A fraction of this radiation in the visible range is imme-
diately reflected, another part is absorbed and another one is re-emitted as
infrared radiation [12].

The irradiance vector for a satellite found at h altitudes, with −→r direction
vector, due to Earth’s overall albedo, depends only on the relative positions
of the satellite, Earth and Sun (ψ angle) (Fig. 2).

The Earth’s radiation model is the sum of the reflected and emitted
radiation and it can be expressed as:

Esat(ψ) =
AEESun

(RE + h)
2

[
2α

3π2
((π − ψ) cosψ + sinψ) +

(1− α)

4π

]
.(5)

where:
AE = πRE

RE = 6371Km – Earth’s medium radius
h = 2655Km – GPS satellites altitude
ESun = 1367W/m2 [13]

2.jpg

Figure 2: The Earth’s total irradiance
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In Fig. 2 a) ψ is the angle from 0 to 180 degrees and in Fig. 2 b) ψ
is the angle of the P07 GPS satellite determined by the position information
of the precise ephemeris in SP3 format, available to users by JPL agency and
Sun positions [14], determined by numerical integration

cosψ =
−−→rsat · −−→rSun

|−−→rsat| |−−→rSun|
.(6)

Thus, it is noted that the Earth’s irradiance variation graph is a sinusoidal
curve and it decreases with the increasing amount of the Earth’s albedo and
the increasing angle between the satellite, Earth and Sun. The irradiance is
independent of the ψ angle and is constantly taking different values depending
on the value of the Earth’s albedo. For zero value of the Earth’s albedo the
irradiance is also zero.

The GPS satellite on which the radiation pressure exerted by the Earth’s
actions will be considered as having two forms: in a first approximation as
a sphere or ”ball” and as a “box-wings”. Of particular interest is the cross
section of the satellite and its optical properties.

For the case where the satellite is approximated as a ”ball” we make a
simple model of the satellite by mediating the acceleration value for the ψ
angle between the satellite - Earth and Sun.

Thus, the acceleration can be calculated with the following formula [15]:

−−−−−→
Findirect =

A

M

ESun

c
Cball

−−→rsat
rsat

(7)

where c is speed of light and Cball is a numerically determined constant
which gives the average size and optical properties of GPS satellites [16], [17]
(Table 1).

Table 1. GPS SATELLITES PARAMETERS (SATELLITES BALL TYPE)

Type of GPS satellite Area/Mass ratio
[m2/Kg] C ball

Block I 0.01513 0.8876
Block II 0.01667 0.8551

Block IIR 0.01606 0.8134

In the next figure (Fig. 3), the graphs of variation of Keplerian elements due
to indirect solar radiation pressure action can be observed.

The semi-major axis has a short-periodic perturbation equal to the
orbital period (12 hours) and a variation of 4 centimeters.

The eccentricity shows a short-periodic perturbation equal to the or-
bital period (12 hours) and with the order of magnitude 2, 07 · 10−8.
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The variation of orbital inclination made in 50 hours is zero. From
the graph of variation made in 500 hours it can be observed that the orbital
inclination has a secular perturbation with a variation of 1 · 10−8 degrees.

The mean anomaly has mixed periodic perturbations:
- a short periodic perturbation equal to the orbital period with an ampli-

tude of 1 · 10−3 degrees;
- a short periodic perturbation equal to the orbital period with an ampli-

tude of 2 · 10−3 degrees;
- a secular perturbation.

3.jpg

Figure 3: The variation of the Keplerian elements due to the direct solar
radiation action

The perigee argument has mixed periodic perturbations:
- a short periodic perturbation with 6 hours period with an amplitude of

1 · 10−3 degrees
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- a short periodic perturbation equal to the orbital period with an ampli-
tude of 2, 5 · 10−3 degrees;

- a secular perturbation.
The longitude of the ascending node shows just a secular perturbation

with the order of magnitude 1 · 10−8 degrees.

4 Conclusions

The main goal of this paper was to present the variation of all the Keplerian
elements due to direct and indirect solar radiation pressure action.

As a result, by the direct solar radiation pressure action, all the Keplerian
elements suffer short periodic perturbations with a 6 hours period and secular
perturbations.

The indirect effect of the solar radiation pressure introduces short periodic
perturbations with the period equal to the orbital period superimposed over
secular perturbations.

In this case, the orbital inclination variation shows just a secular pertur-
bation, because the inclinations of the GPS satellites are very stable.

This information about the variation types and values of the Keplerian
orbital elements of a GPS satellite, due to the direct and indirect action of
solar radiation pressure, can improve the precise location of the GPS satellites
in space in real time.

This data can be utilized at the master station situated in Colorado, U.S.A.
in order to compute and upload the precise locations of the GPS satellites in
space. .
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